TRUST BUILDER: Catherine Mulaga
A civil society leader fights to restore dialogue between
public officials and citizens in Tanzania.
US foreign aid works best as a tool in the hands of the right local
leaders—those who stand up for accountability, make demands of
government, and get results.
When Catherine Mulaga came to Chabu, in southern Tanzania, in 2010, she found
that the sick, the pregnant, even the injured were crossing a hand-crafted rope
bridge hanging over a crocodile-inhabited river to get to the nearest available health
center—across the border in Malawi. But that soon changed once Mulaga and the
community discovered that that the problem with the nonoperational health center in
Chabu was mostly one of paperwork.
“There was in fact a health dispensary [clinic] in Chabu constructed in 2008,” Mulaga
says. “[But] the clinic had not yet been registered with the Ministry of Health.” This
lack of bureaucratic oversight meant no staff—and no supplies.
Mulaga is the head of the governance program at MIICO, a consortium of
community-based organizations. For the past five years, Mulaga and her colleagues
at MIICO have been guiding villagers through social accountability monitoring, a
formalized process in which everyday citizens practice identifying community needs
and presenting issues to public officials.

	
  
Catherine Mulaga of MIICO (left) says that expanding people’s opportunities in Tanzania requires building
relationships between public officials and citizens. Here, she is pictured speaking with Rosemary Staki Senyamule,
the Ileje district commissioner, in her office. Petterik Wiggers / Panos for Oxfam America

“Through this process [of social accountability monitoring] we reintroduce the local
government system,” Mulaga explains. “With that knowledge at least people [know
they can] participate in meetings, and follow up.”
And that is what they did to finally get the Chabu health clinic running. When the
social accountability monitoring team found that the clinic hadn’t been registered, the
team presented this information to the community at the next quarterly meeting of the
village assembly. Because of the community’s advocacy, the clinic finally opened in
July 2012. It is now staffed by a doctor, a physician’s assistant, and a nurse.
	
  

Catherine Mulaga (left) speaks with staff at the health center in Chabu. Petterik Wiggers / Panos for Oxfam America

There are still major issues like the fact that the clinic does not have electricity or
water, or enough staff to meet community demand. But in an environment where
people face so many challenges, Muluga’s work demonstrates that there is no such
thing as a small victory in the struggle to restore trust between Tanzanians and their
government.
“Before, people were afraid of [public officials], saying, ‘Oh, they will take us to the
prison or they will fine you,’” explains Mulaga.
“But now, at least you find people that can say, ‘Oh, you are [a] village chairperson.
Listen, this [is] not good—let us improve it ourselves.’"
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